Abstract. In this paper we consider polynomial-exponential Diophantine equations of the form
n are multi-recurrences, i.e. polynomial-exponential functions in n = (n1, . . . , n k ) variables. Under suitable (but restrictive) conditions we prove that there are finitely many multi-recurrences H (1) n , . . . , H (s) n such that for all solutions (n1, . . . , n k , y) ∈ N k × Z we either have
for certain 1 ≤ i, j ≤ s, respectively. This generalizes earlier results of this type on such equations. The proof uses a recent result by Corvaja and Zannier.
Introduction
Let k ∈ N be arbitrary and let V k be the vector space of functions Z k → C. Its elements will be called multi-sequences. When G ∈ V k , its value at n ∈ Z k will be denoted G n . Moreover, let R k be the ring C[Z 1 , . . . , Z k , Z −1 1 , . . . , Z −1 k ] in variables Z 1 , . . . , Z k (the elements are called generalized polynomials). R k acts on V k in the following way: given
and G ∈ V k , we let PG be the multi-sequence with
Clearly, R k is a vector space over C and PG is bilinear in the spaces R k and V k .
Date: July 9, 2007. * This paper was supported by the Austrian Science Foundation FWF, grants J2407-N12 and NFN S9611. Now, an element G ∈ V k is called a multi-recurrence sequence if R k /I, where I denotes the ideal of R k made up by all P with PG = 0, is of finite dimension. This dimension is called the order of G.
It is well known that every multi-recurrence G is represented by a function of polynomial-exponential type, that is a function f : Z k → C of the form (1) f (n) = f (n 1 , . . . , n k ) =
where P i ∈ C[X 1 , . . . , X k ] and
with nonzero α ij for 1 ≤ i ≤ q, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, i.e. for every multi-recurrence G ∈ V k there is a function of polynomial-exponential type f with G n = f (n). We call the α i the roots and the P i the coefficients of the recurrence G n .
We remark that for k = 1 we get the usual notion of linear recurring sequences. Many useful facts on multi-recurrences can be found in [38] (for linear recurrences see the exposition [32] ).
Especially, we remark that there is a factorization theory for multirecurrences which is essentially due to Ritt and Everest and van der Poorten (see [37, Chapter 4] and [8] ). Namely, when G n = f (n) with (1) is given, then we consider it as a function C k → C given by
where e(ξ) = exp(2πiξ) and ϕ i ξ denotes an inner product ϕ i1 ξ 1 + . . . + ϕ ik ξ k . The restriction of f to Z k gives the function above with α i = (e(ϕ i1 ), . . . , e(ϕ ik )). Then we have that every nonzero polynomialexponential function of this form may be factored into a function t j=1 (e(ϕ j ξ) − c j ) and a product of irreducible elements, some of which may be ordinary polynomials, and some may be genuinely of polynomial-exponential type.
It is natural to consider Diophantine equations involving recurrences. For example we can ask, whether or not the equation
has only finitely many solutions. Laurent (cf. [38, Theorem 7 .1]) proved (even in a more general way) that if G n is non-degenerate, i.e. there is no n = 0 such that α n i = α n j for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ q, then there are indeed only finitely many n ∈ Z k with G n = 0.
Today much more is known on Diophantine equations where recurrences are involved. One major question was to find or to characterize all perfect powers in a given recurrence. First results were obtained for dimension k = 1, i.e. for usual linear recurrences G n , especially for well-known sequences as the Lucas or Fibonacci sequence. We mention that it was only recently that Bugeaud, Mignotte and Siksek were able to calculate all perfect powers in the Lucas and Fibonacci sequence (cf. [3] ). Later, the results were obtained with the applications of lower bounds for linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers (e.g. cf. [39, 40, 41, 30, 31, 15] ). In 2000, Zannier [44] solved Pisot's d-th root conjecture that states that if a recurrence G n is a d-th power in a fixed number field for all n, then it is identically equal to the d-th power of a linear recurring sequence. This also solves the general case, since Rumely and van der Poorten [35] showed how it can be reduced to the number field case.
Recently, a new development was started by Corvaja and Zannier (in [4, 6] , see also [14, 10] for quantifications). They used the Subspace Theorem of W.M. Schmidt [36, 37] to obtain several new and surprising results. (For these results we refer to two recent surveys in [45, 11] .) For example in [12] we characterized the solutions (n, y) ∈ N × Z of polynomial-exponential equation of the form
This is the "dominant" root after a suitable variable transformation (see below) of the left hand side of (2) . Under the additional assumption that the discriminant of the transformed equation does not vanish (cf. [12, p. 154] ), it can be proved that there are finitely many linear recurrences H
n , . . . , H (s) n such that for all solutions (n, y) ∈ N × Z of (2) we either have
Moreover, the set of n's lie in the union of finitely many arithmetic progressions. Later in [13] we generalized this result to the corresponding inequality. All these results involved only one polynomial and one exponential variable. The next natural step is to consider more than one exponential variable and therefore to consider such equations involving multi-recurrences. Special equations in two or three exponential variables where considered by several authors, e.g. in [33, 34, 27, 28, 29, 43, 24, 25, 23] .
Special attention was given to the question of determining perfect powers in a product of (usual) linear recurrences with respect to different variables. In [16, 2, 42, 17] Kiss, Brindza, Liptai and Szalay (for generalisations of these results see also [18, 20, 19, 26] ) showed that, under some restrictions, if the product G (1)
n are linear recurrences with a single dominant root, then the exponent d of the power is bounded above by an effectively computable constant (the proof used Baker's method). The main new restriction to handle the several exponential variables was that min{n 1 , . . . , n k } > γ · max{n 1 , . . . , n k } for some fixed 0 < γ < 1. We will see that this condition appears also in our results below.
Corvaja and Zannier used their approach (which we already have mentioned above) to attack the problem for polynomial-exponential equations of the form f (a n , y) = b m , where a, b > 1 are integers and f (x, y) ∈ Q[x, y] is a polynomial that is monic in y. Under the assumption that the discriminant of f (x, y) with respect to y at x = 0 does not vanish and a, b are not relatively prime they proved that infinite families of solutions must come from polynomial identities of the form f (x h , p(x)) = cx k . Moreover, they also gave a functional counterpart of this result, where they proved that all these identities can be found effectively.
The aim of the present paper is to find a suitable generalization of the above result to a Diophantine equation where multi-recurrences are involved, especially in the spirit of the results in [12] . Let f (x 0 , . . . , x d , y) ∈ Q[x 0 , . . . , x d , y] (where Q denotes an algebraic closure of Q) and let
n sequences of integers which are multi-recurrences, then we will consider the Diophantine equation
From our general results we will also derive results for perfect powers of products of linear recurrences with respect to different variables.
Notations and results
Let K be an algebraic number field. Denote its collection of places by M K and let S be a finite set of absolute values of K containing the archimedean ones. For every place v of K we denote by | · | v a continuation of it to Q and normalize it "with respect to K": according to this normalization, for x ∈ K\{0} the absolute logarithmic Weil height is
and the Product formula
holds. We note that these conditions uniquely determine our normalizations. We fix a ν ∈ M K for the rest of the paper. Moreover, we set
Let d ≥ 2 be an integer and let
n be multi-recurrences of integers defined by
i ∈ K k satisfy a dominant root condition with respect to ν, i.e. (7) α
Now we consider the Diophantine equation
be fixed for the rest of the paper. So the above equation becomes
k ) and A be the set of all elements γ of the form
, where for the l-th roots we always take the main value, i.e. the usual positive real l-th root of the absolute value and the l-th fraction of the argument from [0, 2π]. We enlarge K at once such that it contains all the components of these vectors, as well as the d-th roots of the components of α (0)
1 . Now let α ∈ A so that |α| ν = max{|γ| ν : γ ∈ A}. Moreover, we assume that (9) there is exactly one such α ∈ A.
Finally, we consider the variable transformation
. Then consider
This is a polynomial in z whose coefficients are again multi-recurrences. We denote by γ 1 , . . . , γ r the different roots of these multi-recurrences that are different from (1, . . . , 1) n = 1. By identifying the expressions γ n i in (10) by a new variable x n+i , we get a polynomial (linear in x n+1 , . . . ,
We denote the discriminant of g with respect to z evaluated at (0, . . . , 0) by
We are now in the position to formulate our main result. Our aim is to prove that all solutions of (8) can be parametrized by finitely many multi-recurrences (in concrete terms this means that there are only finitely many solutions, apart from "trivial" cases).
n be defined as in (6) . Moreover, we assume (7) and (9) and that
Then there exist finitely many recurrences H
n , . . . , H
n with algebraic coefficients and algebraic roots and an effectively computable constant C < 1 such that for every fixed C < γ < 1 and for all solutions (n 1 , . . . , n k , y) ∈ N k × Z of the equation
This result is a generalisation of the main result in [12] to the case of multi-recurrences defined over a number field. Observe that in the case k = 1 and G (i) n a power sum with integral roots, conditions (7) and (9) are automatically satisfied. Some more remarks are in order.
Remark 1. We remark that this result is only a partial generalisation of the main result in [5] . The restriction comes from the condition that we only consider those solutions with min{n 1 , . . . , n k } ≥ γ · max{n 1 , . . . , n k } for a certain γ < 1. E.g. for the equation y 2 = 1 + 2 n + 4 m the theorem can be applied (with ν = 2) but gives the conclusion only for all (m, n) with min{m, n} > 1 2 max{m, n}. Let us mention here that the equation y 2 = 1 + 2 n + 2 m was completely solved by Szalay [43] .
The most critical open example to be solved completely is y 2 = 1+3 n +2 m . Here our theorem gives the result (with ν = ∞) only for all (m, n) with min{m, n} > log 2 log 3 max{m, n} (compare with the remark in [7, p. 79 
]).
Remark 2. We mention that the assumption of (9) as well as min{n 1 , . . . , n k } ≥ γ · max{n 1 , . . . , n k } assure in some sense that we have a domiant root, namely that we do not have two different exponential terms which have the same absolute value ν for all (n 1 , . . . , n k ). In this sense they are not new restrictions, but suitable generalisations of the old.
In fact Theorem 1 is obtained by using the following result which is interesting on its own.
where z i are the roots of g(0, . . . , 0, z)
n be multi-recurrences with coefficients and roots in K and assume that |α| ν < 1 for every root α. Then there exist finitely many recurrences H (1) n , . . . , H (s) n with algebraic coefficients and algebraic roots and an effectively computable constant C < 1 such that for every fixed C < γ < 1 and for all solutions
with min{n 1 , . . . , n k } ≥ γ · max{n 1 , . . . , n k } we either have
This choice assures that |α n | ν → 0 with min{n} → ∞. Observe that if additionally |α i | ν ≤ 1 for every i = 1, . . . , k, then C = 0 and thus every 0 < γ < 1 can be taken.
Remark 4.
For the proof we use a recent very powerful result by Corvaja and Zannier [7] which is itself a consequence of the Subspace Theorem by W.M. Schmidt (cf. [36, 37] ). We remark that by using quantitative versions of the Subspace Theorem (e.g. due to Evertse [9] ) it is possible to give an explicit upper bound for the number of recurrences H n in the statement above.
Remark 5. By assuming non-degeneracy conditions for the roots of the multi-recurrences G (i)
n we could get rid of the first conclusion and get a finite set of possible solutions instead. We also remark that we cannot say anything on the set of n's in the second part of the conclusion as in the linear case not even in simple cases (compare with [38, Conjecture 11.6 
]).
Remark 6. In fact all the solutions of the form y = H n in the theorem above come from a polynomial solution h(x 1 , . . . ,
This reduces the problem of finding these infinite families of solutions and deciding whether they exist at all to a question of polynomial functions in G d m (K).
We now turn to a special case which will follow immediately from Theorem 2 and which was considered earlier in the literature.
n k be linear recurrences defined as in (6) with (7). Let 0 < γ < 1 be fixed. Then there exist finitely many recurrences H (1) n , . . . , H (s) n with algebraic coefficients and algebraic roots such that for all solutions (n, y) = (n 1 , . . . , n k , y) ∈ N k × Z of the equation
At the end we consider the case of two exponential variables, i.e. k = 2. Here we prove the following generalisation of the main result in [12] . (m,n) with algebraic coefficients and algebraic roots such that for all solutions (m, n, y) ∈ N 2 × Z of the equation
with m log β nd log α 1 we either have
Observe that this does not follow just by an application of Theorem 2, since it would only hold for min{m, n} > d log α log β max{m, n} or log β d log α max{m, n} depending on α d < β, α d > β, respectively. For the proof we use Theorem 2 as well as the main result in [13] . We remark that this strategy is similar to that of the proof of the result in [5] .
The major open problems in all the results of course are to remove the condition min{n 1 , . . . , n k } ≥ γ · max{n 1 , . . . , n k } and the assumption on the existence of a single dominant root.
Proof of Theorem 1
We will reduce the assertion to the statement of Theorem 2. To do so we only have to show that under our assumptions the quantities γ 1 , . . . , γ r defined by (10) have |γ i | ν < 1. Then by applying Theorem 2 the statement follows. Observe that since we have assumed that all dominant roots in (6) are simple it follows that powers of n only appear together with some γ n i and therefore Theorem 2 is really applicable.
We assume that
Observe that by assumption (9) this is the only element in A with this property. Thus we have
It is clear that we only have to investigate how the dominant roots transform by using our variable transformation. The dominant root in the coefficient of z d (that is a multi-recurrence) is clearly α d (here and below the exponentiation is meant coordinatewise). The dominant root in the coefficient of z d−j is
Thus for its valuation we have
It follows that the valuation is at most that of α d and equality can only appear if the root is equal to α d by what we have said above (using condition (9)). Thus it follows that in (10) we indeed have -for all roots appearing in the multi-recurrences that are the coefficients of the polynomial in z and which are different from (1, . . . , 1) n = 1, which we have denoted by γ 1 , . . . , γ r , -that
for all i = 1, . . . , r. Therefore the result follows once we have established Theorem 2. Observe that z is an S-integer since
if S is chosen such that all components of α 
Proof of Theorem 2
In the sequel C 1 , C 2 , . . . will denote positive numbers depending only on g and on the coefficients and roots of G (1) n , . . . , G
We start by mentioning that the solutions of the form (n, 0) are given by
Moreover, the equation is satisfied for every z ∈ O S if
Therefore, we may restrict to solutions (n, z) ∈ N k × O S where neither of these two possiblities occur. From now on we will look at a subsequence of all remaining solutions, which we will denote by (n, z n ) ∈ N k × O S with n ∈ Σ ⊆ N k . We also remark that if min{n} = min{n 1 , . . . , n k } is bounded, then we proceed as follows: by considering several cases independently by fixing the finitely many choices of the variables n i with n i = min{n}, we can reduce the problem to a lower dimensional problem involving fewer variables, where for the remaining variables we have that the minimum goes to infinity. Thus we may at once assume that min{n} → ∞.
Without loss of generality we may also assume that
where a i = (a 1i , . . . , a ki ) ∈ N k and γ i ∈ K k with |γ i | ν < 1 for i = 1, . . . , d. This can be achieved by using a suitable polynomialg with additional variables instead of g which satisfies the same conditions as g.
Next we show that |γ i | ν < 1 implies that
(compare with Remark 2). For γ i = (γ 1i , . . . , γ ki ) ∈ K k let S(γ i ) be the set of all indices such that |γ ji | ν < 1 and L(γ i ) all indices with |γ ji | ν ≥ 1. Then
where C 1 < 1. This is true for
where the number on the right hand side is < 1 since |γ i | ν < 1. From this we conclude that
Observe that from here it is trivial that if we additionally have |γ ji | ν ≤ 1 for all j = 1, . . . , k, then C = 0 and the above conclusion is trivially true.
The sequence (z n ) n∈Σ must be bounded with respect to ν. This follows e.g. by the same argument as in [12, p. 162 
, z n ) = 0 and therefore all solutions (n, z n ) lie in the union of arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the solutions of g(0, . . . , 0, z) = 0 at least if min{n} is large enough. Here we use that the leading coefficient of g with respect to z does not go to 0 in K ν as min{n} → ∞. Now we apply a suitable version of the implicit function theorem. The basic form of the implicit function theorem is the assertion that a function in d + 1 variables, of sufficient smoothness, satisfying an appropriate nondegeneracy condition, can be used to define one of the variables as a function of the other d variables. Here we will consider the implicit function theorem over a field of characteristic zero and with respect to the absolute value ν.
where z 0 ∈ K is a zero of g(0, Z) = 0. Then there exists a power series
with F (0) = 0 and with a positive radius of convergence R with respect to the absolute value ν, i.e. F (x) converges for all
Proof: First put h(X, Z) := g(X, Z+z 0 ) where z 0 is a zero of g(0, Z) = 0. Now h is a polynomial in Z with coefficients in the number field K. Since ∂h
it follows by the implicit function theorem for formal power series (cf. [21, 22] ) that there exists a unique power series
and F (0) = 0. But now we can use Artin's formal-to-analytic descent, namely [1, Theorem (1.
2)], to conclude that there is a power series
, which has a non zero radius of convergence with respect to the valuation ν, which again satisfies
Moreover, all terms, up to some fixed but arbitrary index, of F and F coincide. This proves what we have claimed.
Using this theorem we get that each solution (n, z n ) with n sufficiently large (in terms of min{n}), say n ∈ R ⊆ N k , satisfies (13) z
for some z 0 with g(0, . . . , 0, z 0 ) = 0 and where a k ∈ K and
. This is true at least if min{n} is large enough.
Now we use results from Diophantine approximation to get to our conclusion. Especially we will use a recent result from [7, Theorem 1] . Before we can state it we need some more notations.
We denote by C ν a completion of an algebraic closure of K ν . We also define the S-height of a non zero element x ∈ K to be
For S-integers this height vanishes. For a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ K k \{0}, we define h(x) as the usual projective logarithmic height. We also denote byĥ(x) := k i=1 h(x i ). In the following we will view points x with non zero coordinates in K as points of G k m (K), so operations are to be understood coordinatewise.
In the following statement we use the symbols "little o" and "big O" in the usual way.
Theorem 4 (Corvaja and Zannier). Let F (X) = i a i X i be a power series with algebraic coefficients in C ν converging in a neighborhood of the origin in C ν . Let S be a finite set of absolute values of K containing the archimedean ones. Let x h = (x h1 , . . . , x hk ), h = 1, 2, . . . , be a sequence in (K\{0}) k , tending to zero in K k ν and such that F (x h ) is defined and belongs to K. Suppose that:
Then there exist a finite number of cosets
u i H i and such that, for i = 1, . . . , r, the restriction of
Proof: This is Theorem 1 in [7, p. 78 ].
We will apply the last theorem to the power series expansion given in (13) . Therefore we denote by
We have to verify (i)-(iv) in the theorem above. We enlarge S such that all components of γ i for i = 1, . . . , k are S-units. Automatically, ν ∈ S.
We start with (i). Since n a i ∈ N and the γ n i are S-units for all i = 1, . . . , d and n ∈ N k we immediately get
and also
a ji log n j + min{n}C 4 and therefore (i).
Now we come to condition (ii), which in fact is the most crucial part and where we need our assumption on the dominant root. First we get
On the other side, since
by using (12) with C 9 < 1, we get
9 min{n} − C 8 log max{n} ≥ C 10 min{n}.
Since we assume that max{n} · γ ≤ min{n} we immediately get
and therefore (ii). Condition (iii) is trivially true since z n ∈ O S by assumption, hence h S (z n ) = 0. Therefore, we turn to (iv). It clearly follows that
since the height of the solution of a polynomial equation is bounded by the heights of the coefficients and we have min{n} ≥ γ · max{n}. This is the required upper bound for h(z n ).
From the theorem it therefore follows that there are finitely many polynomial h 1 (x), . . . , h s (x) ∈ K[x] such that for every n ∈ R there is an index 1 ≤ i ≤ s such that
. Hence there exist finitely many multi-recurrences defined by
n . This is the claim of our theorem.
Proof of the Corollaries
Proof of Corollary 1: Let us denote by α 1,i the dominant roots of G (i) n with respect to the absolute value ν for i = 1, . . . , k, respectively. Then it is clear that
is the dominant root of the multi-recurrence given by G
(1)
n k . We have to take
then for all roots γ of the multi-recurrence on the left hand side with γ = (1, . . . , 1) we have |γ| ν < 1 and in fact every component of γ is ≤ 1 with respect to the absolute value ν. Therefore, we can choose C = 0 by Remark 2. Moreover, condition (11) is clearly fulfilled. Consequently, the result follows by applying Theorem 2.
Proof of Corollary 2: Let us assume that (m, n, y m,n ) is a sequence of solutions of the equation under consideration and that min{m, n} → ∞ (otherwise m or n is bounded on a subsequence of the sequence of solutions and the result follows from [12, Theorem 1, p. 154]). Since we assume that m n d log α log β =: µ, it means that we may choose 0 < < 1 small enough such that there is no solution with (1 − )µ < m n < (1 + )µ. Observe that we may also assume µ = 0 (since otherwise the left hand side of our equation is just a polynomial in y and this case is easy to handle). We have that α is given by α = max (observe that we are assuming that the polynomial in y is monic, i.e. G (0) n = 1). We will consider cases depending on whether
Let us start with the first case. Here we have m ≤ n. Therefore, we have β m ≤ β n . Thus |H m | ≤ β n < α This time we therefore use the variable substitution y = β m d z. We denote the transformed equation by g. Since g(0, . . . , 0, z) = z d − b 1 it follows that we can apply Theorem 2 again (once more we will have C = 0) and thus we get the conclusion in the same way as above.
Finally, we consider the last case. Here we have n ≤ m. It is immediate that Observe that the only places where we needed the condition max{m, n} · γ ≤ min{m, n} were to get that the γ (m,n) i converge to zero and to verify condition (ii) in Theorem 4. The first condition is trivially satisfied because of n ≤ m. The second condition is also trivial here because of the fact that everything is bounded in terms of m only. Therefore, Theorem 4 together with the strategy of proof of Theorem 2 gives the result also in this final case.
